ENDO Self lock protect you
from fear of falling
Alminum Body

Stainless Steel Casing

ENDO Self lock is used for ...
People who works in high places. They
suffer phisical and mental fatigue, wind
and shake from high-place work. ENDO
Self lock is developed for the purpose of
safety and free work.

Applications
For high-palce work at Civil engineering
work, Construction work, Shipbuilding,
Bridgework, Mining, Electric work, etc.

MODEL expression
Capacity
Capacity
Length of the wire rope
Self Lock

Struscture and Features
The wire rope is reeled on the drum in the sealed
Aluminum alloy casing, and retructed by the tensile
strength of the spring. The worker can pull out or
lock the wire rope by the ratchet mechanism
worked by the speed of pulling.
Note: SLM-12/15 have a stainless steel casing.

The worker can pull out the wire rope at the same
speed of pulling. When the speed is over the limit,
the wire rope is locked by the ratchet wheel in the
moment and prevent him/her to fall off. The wire
rope is unlocked and released when it is loosen.
Note: SL-30H/35H, SLM-12/15 have
shock-absorbing mechanism. It makes the
reeling distance until lock longer.

All model can retruct the wire rope by the spring
automatically. The worker can do their job without
bothering from the loosen wire.

Length of the wire rope
Self Lock with stainless steel casing

Example of Installation
Example

In case of installation on the piling machine, there
is the possibility that the self lock is swung by the
wind and broken against the piling machine. We
recommend to surround it with the metal plates.
(See the picture above)

less than 300 mm

Falling test
This method is based on "Harness structure guidance"
settled by National Institute of Industrial Safety, Japan.

Load cell

Method
1. Attach top of the self lock on the load
cell.
2. Pull out the 600 mm of wire rope and
fall off the dummy.
3. Measure the falling load and distance.

Self lock

Clip

Dummy

Wire rope

Hook

Important
The self lock must be inspected every 3 years for safety ,whether or not it has been used.
Never use the self lock after it is worked by a fall accident. It must have a complete
overhaul.
Please read the instruction manual carefully and understand before using the self lock.
The operating temperature limit is -10 ~ +50 deg C.

Safety Precautions
Never use for horizontal movement. When falling off, It causes of horizontal swing and a serious accident.
Have a check before use the self lock for your work.
Never use the self lock with a slacked wire rope.
If the wire rope is slacked, pull a bit and make it retract.
The self lock must be used with a harness.
(Do not attach the self lock's hook on the harness's hook)
We recommend to use a parachute type harness with a helmet.
Check the hook latch is closed.
Leave the wire rope from sharpened edges such as L-beam, H-beam, etc.
Be careful not to touch the wire rope on the constructions.
Do not retract the wire rope releasing from your hands. The wire rope will be retracted rapidly and may
cause of damage on the casing or the wire rope.
Do not make the wire rope kink.
Do not toss, crush or drug the self lock.
Retract the wire rope after finishing your work.
Do not expose the self lock to outdoors.
It will be subject to rust the inside of the self lock.
Please have a frequent check when using in a hostile environment such as in a humid, acid, dusty
contitions.

SL Series

(Aluminum body)

Rugged Aluminum casing type

Specifications
Product code
Model
Capacity

Wire diameter
Wire length
Strength of
Connection part
Maximum
allowable load

Falling
distance

Mass
Note: The specs are measured by the test based on Harness Structure Guidance.
<Attachment> Shackle, Sling rope

Dimensions (mm)

Note: The dimensions describe for SL-7H/10L.
Parenthetic dimensions describe for SL-17H/25L.

For human

SLM Series

(Stainless steel body)

For human

Rust-proof body
Specifications

Attachments
Pull rope (Vinylon rope 3 mm)
You can pull out the wire rope on the self lock attached
on the high place.

Product code
Model

Capacity
Wire diameter

Wire length

Length

Part number

Appliable model

Strength of
connecting part
Maximum
allowable load
Falling
distance

Mass
Note: The specs are measured by the test based on Harness
Structure Guidance.
<Attachment> Karabiner

Dimensions (mm)
Sling rope
It is used for SLM attachment when you can not install
with the karabiner.

Part number

Appliable model

SLG Series

For a rigid-body

SLG series prevent to fall of the equipments
installed at the high place. When the pulling out
speed is over the limit, the self lock detects the
falling and locks.
SLG series is useful for any equipments or robots on
the wall in any facilities to prevent to fall them off.

Model expression
Capacity

Model

Features
Shock-absorbing feature makes the drop impact soften.
No need any power supply like electricity or air
connection.
Auto retructed wire rope by the spring never loosen.
Rigid and simple structure body is easy to install.
SLG series is not for human body.
Please use SL/SLM series.

Falling test result
Testing result

Testing method

1. Attach the top of the SLG to the load cell.
2. Pull out 200 mm of the wire rope and
drop the load.
3. Measure the drop impact and distance.

Weight

Impact load Fall distance

Weight

Impact load Fall distance

Load cell

Hunger

Falling distance

Load

*The result is measured by us.

Specifications and Dimensions
Product
code
Model

Capacity
Max. tension
Wire diameter
Wire length
Speed for Lock limit

more than 45 m/min

reeling distance
until lock

Mass
Product code

Model
Capacity
Max. tension
Wire diameter
Wire length
Speed for lock limit

more than 30 m/min

Reeling distance
until lock

Mass

Important
Never use the self lock after it is worked by a fall accident. It must have a complete overhaul.

Please read the instruction manual carefully and understand before using the self lock.

The operating temperature limit is -10 ~ +50 deg C.

Safety Precautions
Never use for horizontal movement. When falling off, It causes of horizontal swing and a serious accident.
Have a check before use the self lock for your work.
Never use the self lock with a slacked wire rope.
If the wire rope is slacked, pull a bit and make it retract.
Leave the wire rope from sharpened edges such as L-beam, H-beam, etc.
Do not retract the wire rope releasing from your hands. The wire rope will be retracted rapidly and may
cause of damage on the casing or the wire rope.
Do not make the wire rope kink.
Do not toss, crush or drug the self lock.
Retract the wire rope after finishing your work.
Do not expose the self lock to outdoors. It will be subject to rust the inside of the self lock.
Please have a frequent check when using in a hostile environment such as in a humid, acid, dusty
contitions.

